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About B N C A About �e Department

MORE INFORMATION

Web http://www.bnca.ac.in/
facebook https://www.facebook.com/digitalarch.bnca/

BNCA (Dr. Bhanuben Nanavati College of Architecture for Women), Pune, 
is an Institute operating under the umbrella of MKSSS ( Maharshi Karve Stree 
Shikshan Sanstha) which has been empowering women through education and 
working towards their self-reliance for more than 124 years.

In its glorious history of 27 years, BNCA has strived towards extending its 
expertise and further its level of competence, as re�ected in the institute’s 
multiple missions in undergraduate professional education, and advanced 
studies and research. �e institute o�ers a full-time degree program in archi-
tecture (B.Arch) with an intake of 160 students per year. It also o�ers three 
specialised post-graduate Masters programs (M. Arch) namely M. Arch(digi-
tal),M. arch Landscape and M. Arch (Environmental) along with a doctoral 
research program in Architecture (Ph.D). All these programs are a�liated to 
the Savitribai Phule Pune University.

�e institute with its post graduate degree programs has developed infrastruc-
ture and resources that allows it engage in speci�c as well as cross disciplinary 
research. BNCA’s active environment and its well established national and 
international networking empowers the academic environment that facilitates 
sharing of experience and helps in exploring new paradigms in Architecture 
and allied �elds.

�e M. Arch digital department at BNCA established in the Year 2010 is the 
pioneering e�ort towards formalizing an academic culture in the �eld of Digital 
Architecture in India. �e focus of the curriculum is to prepare architectural 
academics for future aspirations. �e intent is to recon�gure learning patterns 
that are inspired by a desire to harness increasingly sophisticated Digital 
technologies in architectural design and construction.

Digital architecture covers the entire gamut of digital mediums that include 
tools,so�wares and technologies applied for designing , prototyping and 
construction of built environment, and thus relates to the entire span of the 
built environment based on digital technologies ranging from analysis, 
mapping to computational design, information modelling, embedded systems 
& responsive controls and digital fabrication.

Resources at the department include international faculty expertise in digital 
architecture and a state of art Digital Fabrication Laboratory (DFL) meant for 
prototyping and realization of complex geometries. the DFL is a 400 Sq M 
facility that allows precision modelling, experimentation and prototyping 
through its digital fabrication machines like the 6 axis Kuka Robotic arm, 3D 
Printers, Laser cutting and CNC milling machines. �e lab is ably supported by 
a team of technicians and also houses an array of mechanical, precision tools 
along with in house developed end e�ectors for the robotic arm.
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Dr.Anurag Kashyap, Principal, B N C A

From Principal’s Chair

�e evolution of digital design worldwide is motivated by a culture of discourse 
and is ably supported by new technologies and this evolving design methodolo-
gy necessarily demands a unique interaction and a formal content. �is is a 
highly active recent period of design development and has gradually encom-
passed growing amplitude of issues.

An emerging generation of architects and designers are beginning to explore 
many new available technologies for their impact on design, communications, 
and construction processes. Going beyond the exploration of electronically 
generated alternative realities, architects and other design consultants are 
developing new digital design and construction processes that have the ability 
to integrally embed responsive mechanism to alter building behaviour making 
it more akin to life like systems that respond to parameters in real time. We in 
India are yet to waken up to the realization and believe that digital is the future. 
How much ever we wish it away and pretend to ignore the challenges of 
presence of pervasive digital technology, it is a�ecting the way architecture is 
produced world over.

To prepare for the future trajectories, design learning at BNCA is in a phase of 
unmoulding itself from its conventional learning model. With a two years post 
graduate course in digital architecture, BNCA has pioneered in designing a 
course curriculum that is supported with world class infrastructure in the form 
of resources like excellent sta� and manufacturing capacities in the form of a 
world class Digital Fabrication Architecture. I sincerely believe that the course 
has a potential to give wings to the prospects of architects and is rationally 
appropriated to understand the manufacturing feasibilities within Indian 
constraints. �e course will act as a catalyst for creativity, experimentation, and 
critical thinking.
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Asso. Professor Dhanashree Sardeshpande, 
H O D, Digital Architecture, B N C A
Email: dnsardeshpande@gmail.com
dhanashree.sardeshpande@bnca.co.in
Phone : +91 988 113 3796

Architecture students should look for education opportunities that embrace 
the architectural world of the future as architecture’s role in shaping the future 
trajectory is more signi�cant than its objecti�ed role of producing building 
prototypes. To prepare architectural academics for these future aspirations we 
need to recon�gure learning patterns that focus on the lessons of the past into 
those that are also capable of preparing for the future.

Digital technologies with its signi�cant applications have been a catalyst in 
changing the way we live and aspire to. Advancement in digital technologies 
has brought about a contemporary condition of constant and accelerating 
change in our ways of living. Architecture has also been greatly in�uenced by 
the integration of digital tools in architectural designing and representation. 
An emerging generation of architects and designers are beginning to explore 
many new available technologies for their impact on design, communications, 
and construction processes. Going beyond the exploration of electronically 
generated alternative realities, architects and other design consultants are 
developing new digital design and construction processes that use structural 
optimization, environmental validation, information modelling to in�uence 
design decisions, and responsive mechanism to alter building behaviour 
making it more akin  to life like systems that respond to parameters in real time. 

Digital Architectural practice encourages unorthodox thinking about career 
paths, business models and cross-disciplinary collaborations.

Digital architecture or simply put architecture design facilitated by digital tools 
does present itself as a viable option that stands to shape our future. In recent 
years schools of architecture around the world have been inspired by a desire to 
harness increasingly sophisticated digital technologies for the teaching of 
architectural design and construction. �e practicing fraternity expects �uency 
in computational methodologies from future designers, including abilities to 
use performance criteria to guide form, employ computation in fabrication and 
use sophisticated data management that informs design.

To prepare for the future trajectories design learning at BNCA has unmoulded 
from its conventional learning model by developing a department that 
facilitates the conduction of the two year post graduation programme of M. 
Arch (Digital Architecture). �e Digital Department at BNCA is fostering 
creative research explorations from its platform by facilitating a research cell 
along with its comprehensive two years Masters programme. 
In order to cope with new challenges and demonstrate architecture’s ability to 
contribute to new kinds of places, the Digital architecture department in BNCA 
has strived towards extending beyond the boundaries of its institutional knowl-
edge and indulged in pioneering research in Robotic fabrication and other 
extended disciplines of Digital architecture. 

At the core of this course are the notions, methods and skills of digital architec-
tural design, understood not as a stylistic option or as a novel paradigm, but as 
a catalyst for creativity, experimentation, critical thinking and a learning 
platform for creative communities. With digital computation at its centre of 
core processes, the programme mixes architecture, engineering, product 
design, algorithmic computation and digital fabrication technology making it a 
collaborative learning process that is essentially investigative and research 
based. Innovation is augmented through critical open-ended learning and the 
principle stance of the programme is to support collaborative innovation, 
creative freedom and establish future relevance by reimagining the architectur-
al discipline. �e M.Arch digital programme capacitates the architectural 
students by strengthening the areas that are relevant to the architectural profes-
sion today.



Asso. Professor, Head DFL, Digital Architecture, BNCA
Email: deva.prasad@bnca.ac.in
aurodev@gmail.com
Phone : +91 955 224 9710

Ar.Poonam Sardesai
Asst. Professor,  Digital Architecture, BNCA
Email: ar.poonamsardesai@gmail.com
Phone : +91 985 057 4530

Ar.Swapnil Gawande,
Asst. Professor,  Digital Architecture, BNCA
Email: swapnil.gawande@bnca.ac.in
architectswapnilgawande@gmail.com
Phone : +91 779 887 9277
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Ar. Kaushik Sardesai
Asst. Professor,  Digital Architecture, BNCA
Email: kashgen91@gmail.com
Phone : +91 98508 85066

Yogesh Kulkarni
Head Technician, [DFL],Department of Digital 
Architecture, BNCA
Email: yogesh.kulkarni@bnca.co.in
Phone : +91 950 301 9172

Nilesh R. Jadhav
Technician, [DFL],Department of Digital 
Architecture, BNCA
Email: nilesh0jadhav111@gmail.com
Phone : +91 8668268307

Faculty

Ar.Supriya Dhamale
Asst. Professor,  Digital Architecture, BNCA
Email: dhamalesupriyaedu@gmail.com
Phone : +91 7588623814
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Students Works //  Studio-Urban Design // 2015
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Robotic Workshop _BNCA with IAAC Global Summer School 

Workshop_Digital Architecture, 2009 BNCA CAmpus

BNCA Digital Architecture Department hosted a workshop, ‘ROBOTS IN CONSTRUCTION’ in   
collaboration with IAAC Global Summer School, India. �is collaborative workshop was managed 
by BNCA, IAAC i.e. Institute for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia and D3LAB, Surat. �e 
intention was to Re-�ink and Re-Purpose the conventional construction processes. �e aim of 
this workshop was to investigate speci�c use of pressure forming tools within the gamp of 
advanced robotic fabrication to understand material resilience imparted due to pressure forming 
towards creating customised architectural elements.
It was a two week intense program to get insights and learn about Robotic & Digital Fabrication 
Computational Design, Parametric �inking and Physical Computing.
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Students Works //  Stuctural Systems // 2019

�e Hyper-Shell Studio aims at establishing a strong relation between computation design and 
fabrication techniques. �e crucs of the project lies in what goes behind the process of concep-
tion to realisation. �e nature of advanced digital mediums allows for an iterative process which 
helps in elimination of certain decisions.

H Y P E R  S H E L L

Analogue Models

Anahita_Karishma_Kshitija |   Digital Architecture | Digital Design I | Hyper Shell



T E N S I O M E T R I C F O R E S T  F O Y E R
�e main aim of this work is to �nd some applications for tensigrity structures, in spite of its particu-
lar �exibility and relatively high de�ections. �is allows proliferation of component based system 
resulting into generation of di�erent rule sets followed by prompting of various growth patterns.

A tensile structure is a construction of elements carrying only tension and no compression or bend-
ing. �e shaping of a single volumetric component which will keep on adding with di�erent rule sets 
to give di�erent iterations.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEM_MANOEUVRE SCRIM

Aim was to design a tensegrity tensile structure which has deployable properties. �is design 
studio progresses by designing a tensegrity prototype that has the ability to deploy which when 
joined together forms the whole deployable structure .

M.Arch // Digital Architecture
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Students Works //  Studio-1 _Structural Systems // 2019 Students Works //  Studio-1 _Structural Systems // 2019
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 Skeleton moduleStrut  Node to node joint Module

Deployed & stacked- Rows stacked one over the other to 
generate a form, having varying number of modules in each row
Compressed vertically- A deployable structure is a structure 
that can change shape so as to signi�cantly change its size.  
Deployable structures can expand and contract due to their 
geometrical, material and mechanical properties which can 
create transforming environments inside.

Assembly

Main Aim of the project was to understand the working of tension structures, come up with a versa-
tile tension based module andobserve their proliferations under various rule sets. �is is acheived 
through trying to make analog models of di�erent tension units, test the material possibilities, 
connection types and stability of the units. Test the selected module for aggregation. Analyse di�er-
ent shapes of aggregation

Module with di�erent arm proportions

Rulesets & Aggregation

Branched aggregations were the mostly 
visually interesting. �e growth behavior 
is unpredictable.

Fabrication Prototype

Module Combining �e Branches And 
�e Foliage

Forest Foyer

T E N S E M E R G E N C E

Anuja_Disha_Noopur_Zeba|   Digital Architecture | Digital Design I | Tensiometric

Ankita_Nikita_Manisha_Pranjali|   Digital Architecture | Digital Design | TensemergenceRadhika_Sayali_Asmita_Gunjan|   Digital Architecture | Digital Design I | Manoeuvre Scrim

Mitali_Renu_Aarti_Akalpita|   Digital Architecture | Digital Design | Forest Foyer
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Students Works //  Studio-Urban Design // 2015Students Works //  Studio-Urban Design // 2015

SOCIAL HOUSING



Generating Edge condition Using Shape GrammarWind Dynamics

Aggregation Rulesets
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Students Works //  Studio-3 _Hybrid Hosing // 2019 Students Works //  Studio-3 _Hybrid Hosing // 2019
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�e purpose of this research is to investigate the potentials of exoskeleton to obtain an unobstruct-
ed space through a multi-layered study of the cactus plant and to show how the structural system 
existing in nature a�ect the global geometry of a tall structure.
�e empirical part of the study was conducted through sets of computational and physical experi-
ments with various grid patterns applied in di�erent shapes.

Living Form

Analogue Models Comutational Load Analysis

Wind Analysis

Dried Form Skeleton and Load Transfer

A R T I S T I C  R E T R E A TH Y B R I D  S P I R E

�eTermite Mounds has a peculiar characteristic of Homeostasis (maintaining a particular tempera-
ture) . Further analysis reveals the parameters which contribute in doing so are the porosity of the 
mound skin and the sha� system which reduces the velocity of the wind to balance the environment 
inside the mound. �e aim of the project is to design a system which can similarly regulate the 
temperature of open, semi open and interior spaces with the help of mutual shading and porosity.”

Mitali_Anuja_Sayli_Asmita|   Digital Architecture | Digital Design II| Artistic RetreatRadhika_Ankita_Noopur_Disha |   Digital Architecture | Digital Design II | Hybrid Spire



CONCILIATOR

Network Layers

Selected rang for networks

3D View

Tower of processing & assembly unit

Master plan and Elevation

Vertical connectivity

2

In responce to challenges in food production of the year 2100 such as climatic changes, scarcity 
of resources, and social behaviour of people etc; the purpose is to design an Aerotropolis based 
on a algorithmic system, adaptable to any geographical location which functions on manufac-
turing of food. 

�e introduction of a new element causes a reaction that 
modi�es existing elements in an area. Logistics plays an 
important role in shaping the infrastructure of a city, and 
directly a�ects its economy. Even though there is advance-
ment in technology, the rate of supply of any commodity is 
not as rapid as expected majorly due to lack of appropriate 
network system in various parts of the world. �e network 
system between various nodes and its intra link as well as 
inter link connectivity will be developed in such a way that it 
acts as a conciliator in terms of local and global trade.

M.Arch // Digital Architecture
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Students Works //  Studio-3 _Urban Design // 2018 Students Works //  Studio-3 _Urban Design // 2018
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C ROFT-[POLIS] _AERETROPOLIS 2100

5

1

4

Further subdivision & environmental analysis

Extrusion strategy

Growth of the city in every 10 years have been shown as there will be expansion in the le� hand side along the national 
highway near to the airport and then there will be more growth mostly along side the river and a�er some periods city will 
expand near the farms on the eastern side.

Network Generation According to Contour lines
Function Distribution Volumetric 3D Sun Hour AnalysisSun Hour Analysis

Housing
having all the basic neceisity inside.

Accesibility & Transport
Travelling will be faster inside, at multilevel by air.
Logistics will be fully automated underground.
Greener pedistrain walkways.

Aminety 
Dedidcated entertainment zone 
provided. City will have tourism
interests for its unique identity.  

Economy
Demoratised farming system will have 
Citizens cooperting Produsing there
own food and surplus for export.

Demographics
City caters to 1 lakh population 

for all the functions.
Education

Advance Education technology.
Dedicated reasearch for food.
Tourism involvement.

Green areas
City will have 70-80% spaces coverd 
with green areas.  there will be 
dedicated open spaces for recreation 

City Livability Post Development Growth

Supriya_Preethe_Anshika |   Digital Architecture | UrbanDesign | CROFT_Polis Raksha_Shivani_Sneha_Prakruti|   Digital Architecture | UrbanDesign | Conciliator



Advancement in Fibrous Fabrication

FIBRO_TICS_ [UAV]

This thesis will explore the possible use of small 
unmanned Arial vehicle (UAV) or Drone for 
architectural application. So far, drones are used 
for mapping, pick and place object. This thesis 
intends to design the end e�ector which will 
fabricate the structure using light weight lament 
winding process. This kind of light weight structure 
is adapted to a drone because of its lightness as the 

machine is unable to carry heavy load.

Flight Assembled
Source: http://gramaziokohler.arch.ethz.ch

Surveying and Mapping
Source: www.soar.earth

 Research Pavilion - 2016-217
Source: ICD/ITKE University of Stuttgart.

  Cyber Physical 
Source: ICD/ITKE University of Stuttgart.

71027102-61022102-11021990

• For Surveying

• Onsite

• For Picking and placing bricks 
  (i.e transferring object)    robot to other

• For picking and placing object
   (i.e transport)

  

WINDING PATTERN

PLANS

DIGITAL WINDING

PHYSICAL WINDING

END EFFECTOR

NUT & BOLT

CONNECTOR BETWEEN 
END EFFECTOR & DRONE

ACRYLIC FRAME

ACRYLIC PAWL

PVC PIPE (ROLLER)

ACRYLIC RATCHAT GEAR

FLANGE COUPLE

OUTLLET FOR FILAMENT

FILAMENT

UAV Controll and Programming + Real Time Production

From site survey to applying resin multiple task will be done by the team of  Drones.

Existing Technology

1.SITE SURVEY 2. PICK AND PLACE OF
 SCAFFOLDING

3. SCANNING & 
CHECKING ERRORS

4. WINDING 
STRUCTURE

5. SPRINKLE RESIN

  RESEARCH GAP

 

Raksha Agrawal  |   Digital Architecture |  Thesis | Fibro_tics_( UAV) 

  WINDING PATTERN

JOINERY DETAILS

1. HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOID

No. of Strings = 100
Multiplier - 2x

Multiplier - 20x

Multiplier - 49x

Multiplier - 3x

Multiplier - 21x

Multiplier - 50x

Multiplier - 4x

Multiplier - 24x

Multiplier - 51x

Multiplier - 5x

Multiplier - 25x

Multiplier - 59x

Multiplier - 6x

Multiplier - 26x

Multiplier - 74x

Multiplier - 11x

Multiplier - 33x

Multiplier - 97x

Multiplier - 14x

Multiplier - 39x

Multiplier - 98x

Multiplier - 16x

Multiplier - 48x

Multiplier - 99x

  WINDING PATTERN2. HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOID

No. of Strings = 100
Multiplier - 2x

Multiplier - 25x

Multiplier - 49x

Multiplier - 3x

Multiplier - 26x

Multiplier - 50x

Multiplier - 4x

Multiplier - 33x

Multiplier - 51x

Multiplier - 5x

Multiplier - 34x

Multiplier - 57x

Multiplier - 6x

Multiplier - 35x

Multiplier - 59x

Multiplier - 11x

Multiplier - 36x

Multiplier - 74x

Multiplier - 19x

Multiplier - 41x

Multiplier - 98x

Multiplier - 21x

Multiplier - 48x

Multiplier - 100x

ARCH JOINERY

 UAV PROGRAMMING + REAL TIME FABRICATION

No. of Division: 12 No. of Division: 12 No. of Division: 12 No. of Division: 12 No. of Division: 12 No. of Division: 12

No. of Division: 14 No. of Division: 14 No. of Division: 14 No. of Division: 14 No. of Division: 14 No. of Division: 14

No. of Division: 16 No. of Division: 16 No. of Division: 16 No. of Division: 16 No. of Division: 16 No. of Division: 16

No. of Division: 20 No. of Division: 20 No. of Division: 20 No. of Division: 20 No. of Division: 20 No. of Division: 20

Number of Arches: 15 Number of Arches: 20 Number of Arches: 25 Number of Arches: 30 Number of Arches: 35 Number of Arches: 40

GLOBAL DESIGN EXPLORATION

 dnal talFlevel ruotnoC)troF dagiaR( etiS

SITE SURVEY
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�is thesis is all about investigation into current digital fabrication techniques used for production 
of nonlinear architecture and to look at the domain of casting of non linear panels. �is research 
understands and analyze the expensive techniques of making customize moulds for nonlinear 
surface panel fabrication and explores the possibility of making adaptable moulds that could be 
used for casting of nonlinear panels to suit the contemporary demand of construction industry. 
�e project comprises of an in depth study of GFRC as building material, understanding its 
properties and its applicability as cladding in building envelopes.

Form line diagram not 
in equilibrium

Relaxed form not 
in equilibrium

Relaxed form in 
equilibrium

Generated formSurface with opening

No. of panels: 1003

No. of panels: 1113

 No of panels: 1940

Quadrangular mesh

Skewed quadrangular
 mesh

Triangular mesh

Tessellation patterns

Module Extraction Development of parametric Jig
Experimentaion with parametric Jig

Jig for doubly curved panelsJig for singly curved panelsJig with �exible corners and 
side extensions:

Support conditions for Jig

Initial Explorations

Clusterisation of Panels

Form Generation

Panel taken out from 
tessellated geometry

Flattening of panel to 
take 2d base coordinate 

3d Panel overlaid on base 
panel to get 3d coordinate  

A

B

C

D

A’

D’

Component extracting 
from global surface 

Clustering of tessellated 
surface

Base plane in 
2-D position

Border to guide 
GFRC thickness

Complete Mould
in 2d position

Displacement of coordinates 
in 3d dimension

3d mould with 
hanging rail

Anticipated failures Observed results

Membrane

Glass Fiber 
Reinforced concrete

Hanging rail

Hanging wires

Dried 1’ x 1’ panel 
of 8 mm thickness

X

Applying silicon 
to make boundaries

3 Panel of Di�ernt 
Thicknesss

1- Finishing coat of 
     cement slurry

2- Adding layer of GFRC

C R E S E N D O_PARAMETRIC JIG

Nigar Khan |   Digital Architecture | Thesis | CRESENDO



Nature has been the source of inspiration from it’s existence. �is argument 
is supported by focusing in the geometries of the biological example ‘loofa 
sponge’ in order to propose computationally generated architectural systems. 
�e goal is to make systems and analyze its geometrical and structural 
characteristics with an aim of overcoming loading conditions through the 
architectural system, as well as elaborating multifunctionality of it and 
integrating it through the subsystems.

SKELETA - LOOFA INSPIRED STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

Loofa Morphological Study

3.1 cm

Weight  - 5 g

3 cm

2.9 cm

2.6 cm

2.3 cm

0.5 cm

18
 c

m

r

Cross Section

Outer Surface

Inner Surface
Vertical Fibers

( )

Hoop Wall 
Btwnoutter + Inner Layer

All Directions

Core
Radial Direction

Longitudinal 
Direction

Direction

Circumferential 
Direction

 �e Morphology

 Middle Layer

Middle Layer

3D Lattice structure Hoop Wall

Parameters
Connection of Nodes
No of layers between Nodes

No of Voids and
Shape

Size of the voids

Parameters

Max Displacement Value  
135.68 cm24 cm

Max Displacement Value  
5648.42 cm

Max Displacement Value  

4.56 cm

 Welding Model
SS roads of 6mm 

No of struts -180No of nodes - 66

Growth Of cells and structural  displacement

164.49 0693 m

569 m 179.96 0

Slope Degree

Plot area below 
1000 sqm.

Above 4000 sqm.
3000 - 4000 sqm.
2000 - 3000 sqm.

1000 - 2000 sqm.
Below 1000 sqm.

5 mins

30 mins

Primary network (w: >24m)
High tra�c intensity all day 

High tra�c intensity at peak hours

Secondary Network (w: 12 - 24m)
Tertiary Network (w: below 12m) Pedestrian Intensity

Landmarks

�e thesis addresses the weakening of the public realm due to urbanization trends atypical world 
over and its resulting impacts. �e project aims to understand the role of public spaces within the 
physicality of the city and its relation to the surrounding built environment. �e project focuses on 
the development of a design system that integrates public spaces within a changing context, there-
by shaping the public realm and the urban form.
Pune is an eclectic city, grown organically from the center through di�erent periods of history. �e
following areas lie along the proposed metro line and hence will undergo development in the near
future. 

Porosity is also applied to the built mass based on the typology. Since residential and miexed use would like 
to maintain certain amount of privacy, oly the lower three �oors are permeable.

Residential / 
Mixed Use

CommercialSemi Public / 
Amenities

Sahakarnagar, Pune_Study Patch Primary,Secondary Networks and Pedestrian Intensities

Current Plots Amalmgated Plot 
Areas

Pedestrian Isochrone 
Mapping

Topology

EXPANDING THE PUBLIC REALM IN CHANGING CITIES

78

3.024 sqkm.
~ 747 acres

Appx Length
~ 8-10 km

640 m asl.

610 m asl.

Appx Length
~ 6 km
Appx Width
~ 50 m

Site Area

Ambil Odha

Parvati Hill

Taljai Hill

Satara Road

Test patch

Geographical 
Constraint

Geographical 
Constraint

[ 569 m ]

[ 645 m ]
[ 587 m ]

[ 637 m ]

[ 693 m ]

[ 610 m ]

Typological Porosity Morphological Derivations
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Preethe Sree |   Digital Architecture | Thesis | Skeleta Vinita Wagh|   Digital Architecture | Thesis | Expanding the Public Realm in Changing Cities
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�e Aim of this research was to design a facade system which deals with the noise reduction throgh 
design intervention in the strcture enhance the acoustic quality of the space. Facade system is 
composed of panels that cold be sed as either a concrete facade system or as a mechanically Staba-
lized Earth (MSE) to provide controlled mitigation of sond in an urban context.

Geometrical Explorations Geometrical Optimisation

Analysis

Design Demonstration

Prototype Fabrication

Iterations Selection

Square Section Round  Section Sinus  Section

Prakruti Sharma|   Digital Architecture | Thesis | Urb_FACtem

URB-FACTEM
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 Fabrication -3 

�e idea behind designing facade panel is to control I amount of daylight entering the building by 
using shadow patterns formed by lightly tinted translucent stripes which are con�ned in transparent 
facade panel.

Arduino Board Photosensor 

Input location Input location 

Pattern generation based on input location and length of the strip 

DC Motor Rubber Roller Customised Sheild Plastic roller DC Motor  DC Motor with roller

Assembly

Containtment 
Tray 

with DC Motor 

Facade anel with 
stripes 

10 m20 m30 m40 m

10 m20 m30 m

10 m20 m

10 m

10 m20 m30 m40 m

10 m20 m30 m

10 m20 m

10 m

T W I R L _ F A C A D E  P A N E LLIMEN _RESPONSIVE CEILING
Pulley-Controls the rotations of 
the suspended thread

Servo Motor-rotates the pulley

Arduino UNO board- Interprets 
data from  computer & transfers it 
to  respective motor

Suspended thread-Surface that 
controls the distortion of the 
suspended beads

Distortion Surface- Surface that 
controls distortion of suspension
Suspension point- Point of control 
on the surface

Guiding Plate- �e holes in the 
plate, guide the movement of the 
suspender and keep them 
untangled
Suspenders -Equal length thread 
having suspensions at their ends 
and tied to the surface

Suspended beads- the acual 
installation with which the users 
will interact.�e material can be 
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Digital technologies with its signi�cant applications have been a catalyst in changing the way we 
live and aspire to. Advancement in digital technologies has brought about a contemporary condi-
tion of constant and accelerating change in our ways of living. Architecture has also been greatly 
in�uenced by the integration of digital tools in architectural designing and representation.

In our M. Arch programme Innovation is augmented through critical open ended learning and the 
principle stance of the programme is to support collaborative innovation, creative freedom and 
establish future relevance by reimagining the architectural discipline.

Robotic Fabrication in Architecture:

We at the BNCA FABLAB nurture the passion to network with creative professionals who             
understand the challenges of digital cra� & design. We provide an environment wherein we bring 
in our inventory of core competencies and a fabulous array of digital machinery to let people work 
together on complex projects to make almost anything.

�ese work cells can facilitate diverse range of processes. A KUKA KR-30 machine is a remarkable 
addition to the [DFL] suite of digitally driven tools, enabling a wide range of applications. Our 
team have developed wide range of customized end e�ectors for robotic arm in order to carry out 
variety of tasks like 3D printing, Pick n Place, cutting, milling, engraving, incremental sheet metal 
forming etc. Ar. Deva Prasad,  Head of the DFL have developed array of end e�ectors  which 
includes clay and plastic extruder, Hot wire cutting, Pick n Place and sheet forming tool.

�is new method of fabrication is a development towards a more open and resilient system for the 
design and fabrication with industrial robots.

RESEARCH IN DIGITAL DESIGN AND FABRICATION



3/4 inch nozzle  

1/4 inch nozzle  

Collar

Quick release 
connector

Two way Connector

T-Joint

Two way Connector

Nema stepper motor 
10kg tor.

16mm dia. Auger bit
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Attempt 01: 

Attempt 02: 

Attempt 03: 

�e aim of this work was to study the capacity of 3D printing technology to carry out Clay 
volumetric designs by means of extrusion processing. To explore how the use of digital fabrication 
tools can extend beyond the seamless materialization of the digital model and can continuously 
inform design ideation through emerging tectonic qualities.�e focus of the study is on 3D print-
ing with clay. 

Clay Extrusion

Initial layers of material extruded 
well on one above the another 
through nozzle.

Robot with ExtruderTools and Resources

Executed Geometry

Digital Explorations of Geometry

Star shaped geometry making form 
stable resulting more no. of extruded 
layers to be assembled(1/3rd cantile-
ver) one above the other.

Corrugated geometry with 1/3rd 
cantilever. �e form cantilevers 
insides and project outside as the no. 
of layer increases

Gap/openings created in the geome-
try because of de�ection in Compres-
sor pressure. Lumps created due to 
manual Robot operating error.

No Gap/openings created in the 
geometry Lumps created due to 
manual Robot operating error. 
Extruded form slightly tilted due 
to error in tool center point.

No. Of Layers - 80
Extruded Layers - 38
Final Geometry not 
completed because of  
limitation of less material in 
the barrel.

No. Of Layers -30
Extruded Layers -21
Final Geometry not completed 
because of dryness of material in 
the barrel as more amount of time 
was taken before extrusion 
process.

Gap/openings created in the �nal 1st 
geometry because of de�ection in 
Compressor pressure

Failure in geometry because of 
1/3rd cantilever. Lumps created 
due to manual Robot operating 
error.

RESEARCH IN DiGITAL DESIGN AND FABRICATION

No. Of layers - 30
Volume of Soil -854.082ccm

No. Of layers -  30
Volume of Soil- 1083.50 ccm

No. Of layers -  30
Volume of Soil - 1760.4 ccm

No. Of layers -  80 
Volume of Soil - 900 ccm

Class 2018-19|   Digital Architecture | Digital Fabrication II | Clay Printing



Digital Modelling of vault and dividing it into tiles

Optimised Nesting of tiles into styrofoam box

Hot Wire Cutting of Tiles

�e aim of this project was to explore the mould forming of comlex geometries by using hot wire 
cutting technique that can potentially diversify aspects of modular systems still pertinent in the 
productionof architecture today.
Hot wire cutting performed by the coordinated movement of six-axis industrial robotic arms which 
control the curvature of a hot-wire adopting itself against the resistance of the processed material.
To explore how the e�cient manufacturing of double-curved surface objects by single cutting 
procedures and signi�cantly expands the set of possible hot-wire cutting geometries.
�ese elements are created through the repeated movement of a cutting medium e.g. hot-wire/steel 
cutting wire/hot-blade through a synthetic material that melts the material just in advance of 
contact (thermal cutting).
�is research focuses on Spatial Wire Cutting (SWC), a novel cutting technique performed by 
six-axis robotic arms connected through a single hot-wire, which is attached to their end e�ectors. 

Process of Digital Fabrication

3D Printed Prototype
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Form Optimisation & Digital Fabrication of Non-linear Vault
Hot Wire Cutting

Class 2018-19|   Digital Architecture | Digital Fabrication II | Hot Wire Cutting



�e parametrically generated canopy is 
an output of rigorous computational 
experimentations done within the 
domain of Digital Architecture which is 
an avant-garde movement in current 
world trends of Architecture. Hence, 
this design completely manifests the 
futuristic ideologies and vision set by 
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Tutors:
Ar. Swapnil Gawande
Ar. Dhanashree Sardeshpande

Students Works //  Studio-ParaSlice // 2014

Aasan

Team; Aasan
Gauri Sakhalkar,Pooja Jadhao,Sanika Pimple, 
Rasika Medhekar, Netra Medankar, Shital 
Golhar, Surabhi Gadkari, Sujata Shridhar,Nidhi 
Mistry, Avinash Mewada, Manasee Angal, Sneha 
Kothari , Shruti Dandage, Mugdha Gandhi.
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Batch- 2014-2016

M.arch_Digital Architecture
Batch- 2014-2016

�e Roots of this “Giving Tree” relates to 
Maharshi Karve’s strong and radical 
ideas, the stem symbolises Anna Karve 
himself. He and his ideas lead to the 
incubation of several initiatives that 
bene�tted the society at large, which are 
envisaged as the Branches of the “Giving 
Tree”. �is “Giving Tree” is abstracted 
into a parametrically generated canopy 
that would adorn and accentuate the 
statue of Maharshi Karve from all the 
three roads at the cross-section of which 
it is now situated. 

�e Aasan was designed as an 
academic project at Dr. B. N. 
College of Architecture. �e initial 
aim was to create a piece of furni-
ture that could support a wide range 
of uses and adapt itself to site 
contexts. 
�e project is the parametric design 
of a furniture to be installed in the 
college courtyard adapting to di�er-
ent conditions and programmatic 
needs which attracts the user and 
delivers a unique identity to the 
environment.
�e objective of the exercise is to 
re-evaluate the relationship between 
design and construction through 
computation and demonstrate it 
through the creation of a furniture 
object that radically manipulates the 
architectural quality of any habitat.

�e Tree_Karve Chatri


